Plan to Facility to Study Space Foods, Cases, B. O.

Plans for a unique $69 million research park, to be affiliated by Toxicology Center, were released yesterday. His Excellency Doctor John T. Retalid, president of Illinois Institute of Toxicology and B. Armore Research Foundation, stated that the purpose of the park is to stimulate research by private concerns and to provide facilities geographically close to RARF and JF.

"The park is unique," stated the educator, "largely because it will be the first of its kind." "Of course if another had existed, it would not be unique," he clarified.

According to plans, the research undertaken in the park will almost entirely deal with the biological problems of space travel, including food problems, B.o., toilet training deciduously reported to have severe effects upon muscle control in the lower body region), unwanted gases and fluids in hermetically sealed spacesuits, and lead cleaners for Naval personnel.

Jasone Boopfadd, director of the project, described the boundary of the park as "somewhere between George's Grill shop, the B & M Hotel, B, and Madame Zola's Reading and Advising service.

Tuition Increase Announced by Dana研究生

Demon R. R. Godzill, assistant demon of students, announced at a recent meeting of the Pan-shipment Committee of the Armur Faculty Club that tuition for full-time day classes would be raised $100 per semester to meet the educational demands placed upon the school by members of the House Committee of AFC for more money.

Among the other reasons given for this increase was the fact that our competitive nameley Northwestern and the University of Chicago are raising their tuition. "While Illinois Tech does not compete with them in the Scholastic or athletic fields, it is important to remember that we are also competing in the realm of education," said Godzilla.

Godzilla also went on to say, "The increases in the past three years of $50 per semester were in no way planned. The school has been trying to maintain a better educational atmosphere on the South-side campus and better atmosphere means more money."

Admissions director Phillip B. Leitch recently announced that there will be no entering freshman class in the fall of 1962. After screening over all of the applicants the test grading machine has found no one who measures up to the high standards of the Institute.

It has been suggested that the machine has made an error; however Leitch denies this accusation by stating that the machine has never been in error before. Leitch did hint that a few students might yet be found.

"Fanny Goodbody, J. Retaliation II:\nElected Man, Woman of the Year"

Fanny Goodbody, Jr. Retaliation II was elected to be Tech's man and woman of the year respectively. The election results were announced last night in the dean's office.

Retaliation has been in no activities whatsoever except Dixon but received all of his man of the year points by being the size of Tech's president. The election commission stated that he was also the obvious choice for the election so the polls were not even opened for the election.

Miss Goodbody has been the center of interest on campus the last four months. She transferred here from Northwestern at that time. She received these points from her measurements of 36-22-16 which according to the dean's office makes her unequivocal choice for the woman of the year. Miss Goodbody last year won the endurance run at the Planetarium. She received the Nobel Prize in 1961 and has the largest fraternity pin collection in the world.

"Although I just started last year, the fraternity men just love to give me those cute little pins after the first date." She stated in an interview last week.

Hugh Heifner of Playboy Enterprise has signed her as a bonus bunny at $169-

Dean Stiles New Sex Play For Immorality

A noble effort to bring comedy and sex, not necessarily in that order, to the lives of students, engineers, architects, and science majors, too, was dashed today as the administrators handed the Beamount Strategems, which was to be presented tonight and tomorrow night by the Campus Players.

Although the exact reason for this action is not known, reliable sources report that a representa-
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Comptee Elected as Money Expert; Causes Shakeup

Don Comptee was recently appointed to the National Board of American Men of Finance. His appointment was announced at a meeting of the NBAMF by Jim Bitterscrum, Secretary of the Illinois Institute of Taxidermy (Tol. Tax.) Treasury.

Comptee's appointment comes as a shock to members of the student body who thought that he had been graduated two years ago.

Comptee's enrollment was ratified by Danon Goedola, Chaplain of Eta Upsilon Eta (EHE) the yearbook honorary, who pulled the Institutional Umbilical cord and made Comptee a student.

Comptee's activities have been something of a scandal due to the loss of the students' activities fees during the tenure of his office as Keeper of the Exchanger on the ITSA Board of Control. His record on the Board was unblemished because he never voted in favor of any of the motions brought up before it.

Other school activities of Comptee include Politics of the Year, member of the John Birch Society, Tech's Puritan Chapter; and painted the Rock Financial Blue.

The Campus Hawks will remember him in his portrayal of the incompetent Air Force officer in "Anchors Away". Memorable also was the book that he published during his student days. The story was about life in the Tropics, evaluating it relative to the socioeconomic background of the left punk.

Clubs Plan New Fiascos For Week

John Birch

The John Birch Society will hold a meeting in the auditorium between the Chemistry and Met Chem building Thursday at 1:00 p.m. The guest speaker will be Norman Thomas speaking on "Why I belong to the John Birch Society." Student Peace Union

The Student Peace Union will not have a meeting this week due to a slight disagreement among the leaders, both of whom are in Storrs Hospital with cuts and injuries. At the next meeting Mr. Nenn will speak on "Why it is a Sin to Love Peace." Gun Club

The Illinois Tech Gun Club will hold its next meeting in the auditorium of the AM building, 2 p.m. Tuesday. Due to an unfortunate shooting accident a new quartermaster will be elected. At the meeting the members will be shown how to use a "50" gun, the target will be the gym.

Regional Blott, president of Tinkerbrooks, Inc. will give a lecture on the use of tinker toys in mechanics, to ASME on Thursday at 1:00 in room 401 E. HUB.

Newspaper

Episcopal Bishop Pike will speak to the Newman Club on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the Chapel. Bishop Pike's topic will be "Why a Catholic should be President."

Arnold Air

The Arnold Air Society, in conjunction with the Midshipmen's club is sponsoring an orientation trip by train to Fort Ryl, Kansas. All information on pages 3, 4 and 7 are April Fool's and not valid for the future. Pages 3, 4, 5 and 7 are actual news.
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STUDENTS TO VOTE FOR MAN AND WOMAN OF THE YEAR ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Four senior women and nine senior men have been nominated by the ITSA Elections Commission for the 1961-62 "Man and Woman of the Year" award. The election will be held on April 2 and 3 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the main lobby of the HUB. All students must have their white bursar's cards to vote.

According to Bill Anderson, chairman of the Elections Commission, nominations were restricted to those women students having earned 1000 or more activity points and to those men students having earned 1500 or more points.

Shirley L. Goren, S 8, served as ITSA vice-president and secretary, president of SRC and traffic manager of WITT. She was also a member of the Technology News editorial staff.

Lorraine Shumna, Math 8, has served as secretary and treasurer of the University Board, secretary and representative of ITSA, and ITT trustee. She was also president of Kappa Phi Delta sorority and the Pan Hellenic Council.

John Eubank, PEE 8, has served as business manager of both Technology News and Integral Advertising and is a member of the Publications Board. He is a member of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers.

Don Hahn, PEE 8, held various editorial positions on Technology News, including his present post as editor-in-chief. He has served as president of ITSA, assistant editor of IFP, and business manager of Directory.

William Jenson, Arch 10, has held the positions of president of Kappa Sigma Fraternity, president of Phi Epsilon Pi, and assistant editor of IFP. He has also served as a member of ITSA and OEE Club president.

Gary Leffgen, ID 8, has served as a member of ITSA and associate editor of Integral. He is also a member of the WIIT publicity staff.

Lorrie Quint, PEE 8, has served as assistant editor of IFP, and USM and staff critic of Technology News. She has also served as a member of ITSA and UB.

David McGuire, Math 8, has gained most of his points in varsity sports. He has won major letters in football, wrestling and baseball and has captained the Tech wrestling team for the past two years. He is also a member of Honor I and AIEEE.

Bill Miller, Met Eng 8, has served as chairman of ACMA, engineering representative of ITSA, and as a member of the Publications Board. He has served as assistant editor of Integral and staff critic of Technology News and has also served as a member of the Publications Board.

Ray Von Horn, IE 8, is currently president of the senior class and has served as president of IPC, ION, and the AICE, and vice-president of Delta Tau Delta and Sigma. He has been a member of SAAB and ACMA and on the staff of Technology News.

ARF RESEARCHES 9 MILLION; NOTES 38% CONTRACT GAIN

An all-time high of $9,500.00 in research volume for the first six months of the current fiscal year was reported today by Dr. Harold A. Leedy, Director of Research. In a report to the Board of Trustees, Leedy said the record figure is a 30 percent increase over the same period last year, and the largest six-month volume in the Foundation's 25-year history.

Leedy also revealed that new research contracts for the same period totaled $9,600,000, an increase of 38 percent over last year, and another first half all-time high.

Leedy reported. Pointing out the significance of this figure, he said that it represents a 69 percent gain in new industrial research contracts over a year ago. A significant reason for the increase in this area was attributed to Leedy in a growing trend toward cooperative or multiple client research contracts.

Physics Dept. Plans Student Research

A comprehensive two-year undergraduate research program to acquaint young students with basic physics research will be introduced this summer by the physics department of Illinois Tech.

According to Professor Leonard I. Grosswein, director of undergraduate physics research, the new student research program will enable highly qualified undergraduate students to engage in full-time research work for extended periods.

This is unique, he said, in that undergraduates ordinarily do not associate graduate research work until they have earned bachelor degrees and beginning graduate students.

As a direct result of growing student capability, Prof. Grosswein said Illinois Tech is more than doubling its undergraduate physics research activity to permit early participation in research careers and improve still more.

The new undergraduate research program which starts with the forthcoming school summer vacation is financed by a $20,000 grant from the National Science Foundation and will create a total of 25 student research openings over the next two years.

Selections, said Prof. Grosswein, will be made by the physics department faculty on the basis of scholastic achievement and personal interviews. Due to location, Prof. Grosswein said, it is expected most of the applicants who are admitted will be students currently enrolled at Illinois Tech. But he said a few highly qualified students may be chosen from other schools for summer research.

IIT TO BE SITE OF HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE FAIR

For the fourth consecutive year Illinois Tech will be the site of its north suburban district Science Fair. Sponsored by the Illinois State Academy of Science, the fair will be presented all day April 14 at Crown Hall and in the HUB.

Approximately 500 projects are expected, ranging from archaeology and microbiology to physics and chemistry. They will be judged by representatives from industry and education. The winners will receive certificates of merit and will go to Urbana to compete with the Chicago Public School winners in regional and other awards. The exhibits must include theory and interpretation discussions by the students.

Dean Doesn't Ban "Beaux"; Set Tonight

This Friday and Saturday evening the Illinois Tech Campus Players will present its second play Beaux' Stratagem by Richard Brinsley. The play, a light comedy, describes the escapades of two young men in search of a rich wife.

Having landed, chairman of the JT drama department and director of the play, says that Beaux' will be more enjoyable than the group's first presentation, Love of Four Colours. The play will feature Dennis Nosal and Craig Wurjse as the two wife seekers, and will begin at 8:30 p.m. in the HUB auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at the candy counter, the Commons book store, or from anyone in the play for $1.
SPU Apologizes; describes Merits

Dear Sir:

Although the number of the electric power stations operated by the Electric Power Station is not always as large as those operated by the other electric power companies, we have a strong belief in the necessity of co-operation with the other electric power companies in order to increase the efficiency of the operation of the electric power stations.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

North Wing
Cleary Halls

Dear Sir:

In the March 10 issue of Tech News, in the same issue as the letter from Mr. [Name] which discussed the feasibility of using the electric power stations in the city, I would like to express my opinions on the subject.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Dean's Office Clarifies Punishment

Office from all operations of the campus society, including the staff and students who were involved in the incident. The incident occurred on April 10, 1962, when a group of students, including some members of the campus society, were seen violating the rules of the campus society.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Steel Seeks Help On Being Liked

Dear Dee,

I am a freshman here at FTU, and want to help my fellow freshman.

However, they don't seem to want any help from me. This is the first year I have spoken on behalf of the freshman class, and they will not allow me to lead them. I must speak out on my own.

Last week, I planned a dance for the entire school. I invited seniors from all the other classes, but no one responded.

Classified

Applications are now being accepted by the secretary of the boy's next-door," for the position of "baby-sitter." The position is available for the next three years. More information is available by contacting the secretary at 555-1234.

Dr. Raskolnikov Addresses AX

by Daisy Evers

Dr. Ivan Raskolnikov, Ph.D., L.L.D., P.E., one of the world's foremost economists and philosophers, has been invited to deliver a lecture on "The Small Business in a Modern Economy." He is a speaker whose talents and philosophies are both interesting and unusual. He has been in the field of economics for over 50 years.

Cleft Changes Registration; Lets Whole Campus In On Fun

Assistant Dean of Music Cecil B. Cleft has announced today that a new system has been devised to expedite registration procedures. This will go into effect next semester.

Assistant Dean of Music Cecil B. Cleft has announced today that a new system has been devised to expedite registration procedures. This will go into effect next semester.

The work involves systems studies, design and development in frequency ranges from DC to daylight; it offers growth into scientific or management positions of responsibility.

Immediate openings exist in the following fields:

- Operations Research
- Systems Analysis, Design
- Design and Development of: Antennas, Receivers, Transmitters, Transceivers, Servos
- Analog Computers
- Mechanical Design
- Field Engineering

Sylvania Mountain View, 40 minutes south of San Francisco, offers you challenging scientific work on defense systems, plus ideal living conditions.
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Dunbar Seeks Information Concerning BOG Activities

HU Director William Dunbar, together with several interested students, desire to see students make greater use of the Bog, and to see the Bog serve for the enjoyment of the greatest number of students. Part of this service comes only with a knowledge of student desires.

This questionnaire is being published primarily to obtain this knowledge; however, the volume response will also indicate general interest in the Bog and may be used as a basis for determining future attendance expectations.

One idea for weekend operations of the Bog was a dance night, a place for students to bring their dates after a show, concerts, etc. The Bog could be set up in a private night club atmosphere, with band, records, or student entertainment, and a small dance floor. It has been suggested that a small cover charge (say fifty cents—applicable to drinks or food) would help with insurance expenses.

When completed, these questionnaires may be deposited in the box provided on the counter at the HUB office. If anyone has comments or suggestions which will not fit on the questionnaire, feel free to attach extra sheets.

Bog Questionnaire

Major: __________________________ Semester: ____________

Are you on campus weekends? Yes ______ No ______

Where do you spend your spare time? ____________

Why? __________________________________________

Do you ever visit the Bog? Yes ______ No ______

What do you think of the jazz programs on Tuesday? Good ______ Fair ______

Why? __________________________________________

Would you like jazz more often? Yes ______ No ______

What do you think of the bookstores on Thursday? Good ______ Fair ______

Why? __________________________________________

How often? ______

Open How late? ______ Would you pay a small cover charge? ______

Do you have any suggestions for improvement of the Bog? ______

A Bridgeport Landmark

Since 1919

A Favorite of

Bedlammen

and Perfect for Family

Dinners

310 S. Holton Street

How would you forecast your next few years?

Today, the young man planning his life realizes as never before that in today's world his own future is tied inextricably to America's future. How can he serve both?

Many college graduates, both men and women, are finding a rewarding answer on the Aerospace Team - an officer in the U.S. Air Force. Here is a career that is compelling in its challenge and opportunity. And it is a way of life that holds the unsurpassed satisfactions that come with service to country.

As a college student, how can you become an Air Force Officer?

If you have not completed Air Force ROTC, Officers Training School provides an opportunity to qualify for a variety of vitally needed jobs in the Aerospace Age. A graduate of this three-month course earns a commission as a second lieutenant. Also open to college men is the Navigator Training program.

For full information - including the chance to obtain graduate degrees at Air Force expense - see the Air Force Selection Team when it visits your college. Or write: Office Career Information, Dept SC23, Box 805, New York 1, N.Y.
TN Reporter Finds Department Not Recognized by ACSA, Proves Lumpy

In the light of Tech News' ceaseless search for candid news and features, one of its reporters recently came across a Dr. Melvin A. Spooner, chairman of the Department of Phenology, who was just leaving the Armour Faculty Club lounge.

Dr. Spooner was kind enough to let our roving reporter interview him. Here is presented the text of the interview.

Reporter: "Dr. Spooner, I understand that you are a professor of Phenology. Could you give our readers some idea of just what Phenology is?"

Dr. Spooner: "Yes, I would be glad to. Phenology is the scientific study of the bumps on a person's head. From this study one can arrive at all sorts of conclusions of behavior pattern, personality traits, intelligence, and many other interesting factors that make up the individual."

As you can see, no technical school should be without a well-equipped, well-staffed Phenology Department."

Reporter: "That is very interesting. Doctor, I don't however, seem to recollect ever hearing of your department before. Is it new?"

Dr. Spooner: "The department has been on campus for almost three semesters, but do to the refusal of recognition by ACSA, we sort of have to do our work under cover. At present our department is located in the Steifel Building near 22nd and State. Our office is in 301 SB."

Buildings and Grounds has been remodelling the building during the last year. I expect they will ask me to move the department soon."

Reporter: "Doctor, you mentioned that your department was well-staffed and well-equipped. Could you release more of this to me?"

Dr. Spooner: "Well, I did have two teachers some time ago, but they both complained of headaches. They said I was working them too hard. You see, since the department is not recognized by ACSA, I have trouble getting students to use in my experiments, so I have been using them as lab assistants."

Reporter: "Excuse me for a minute. I have been noticing your head while we have been talking. You have quite a few lumps on it."

Dr. Spooner: "Unfortunately our classes aren't registered and are non-credit, so I have to recruit students mostly for experimentation though, I usually have two or three students a week."

Reporter: "What do you think the school will begin to appreciate your work more?"

Dr. Spooner: "My work will someday be famous..."

Reporter: "Excuse me again. Why are you staring at my head that way? Is there something wrong?"

Dr. Spooner: "My, what an interesting case."

Reporter: "Doctor, Spooner, what are you doing? Doctor, you're pressing on my head. You're going to do with that hammer, Dr. Spooner. Dr. Spooner?... DR. SPOONER! 111"
Sigs Crack Skulls In IF Basketball Final

Spring Athletics Starts Tomorrow Opposing Valpo

Spring sports receive their initiation as the track and tennis teams swing into action this next week. The track team arrives tomorrow to Valparaiso (Ind.) for a triangular meet with Valpo and UIC (Navy Pier).

The tennis team begins their season with a cross-town rival De Paul. Coach Harry Jost's men will play the match at De Paul's Pullman courts.

Students wishing to participate in spring sports are urged to report immediately so the teams can be chosen. The golf team would like a few more members, and baseball and track have positions “up for grabs.”

IF Bowlers to Begin Sunday

The first four games of the I-F bowling tournament will start on April 1, at 1 p.m. at the Stars and Strikes Lanes, 2659 East 75th Street. On the following Sunday, April 8, the tournament will be completed as each team bowls another 4 games. The houses entering are Alpha Sigma, Delta Phi, Kappa Sigma, Phi Eta, Sigma Alpha, Eta Tau, Delta Chi, and TX.

Techmen to host Loyola's Keglers Sunday at Home

Sunday, Loyola will meet Tech at one home lanes in the Commons. A victory in this match will assure a fourth place finish in the conference with a chance for third still open. The match will commence at 1:30 p.m.

How's Tricks

Benevich to Captain Techmen Next Year; Bagley to Depart

Dan Benevich, 6'4", 200 pound forward, has been elected captain of the 1962-63 Illinois Tech basketball team.

A regular for three years, Benevich led the Techawks this past season in scoring with 453 points and 375 rebounds. During the season, he scored over 31 points in six contests, and had an overall average of 33 points per game. A junior in electrical engineering, Benevich is a graduate of St. Ignatius High School and resides at 512 E. Mozart.

Benevich was an All-Conference third team selection and was named to the College Basketball All-Eastern squad.

In softball entries are now being accepted for the IM Softball League. Team names and complete rosters of players should be submitted to Ed Glancy, IM director by Thursday, April 5, 1962. No entries permitted after that date. Departmental rules must be followed.

Fowler Hall 1, South Dorm ‘A’ Meet in Finals

In the Intramural Volleyball action of the past week, two teams earned the right to meet in the finals. The Fowler Hall Number 1 team defeated the NROTTC “A” team in two straight games. In the other semi-final game, the South Dorns “A” team conquered North Wing.

To reach the semi-finals both the South Dorns “A” and North Wing had to play three games to defeat their opponents. The Fowler Number 2 team defeated the South Dorns in the first game 15-10, but won the next two 15-12, and 15-10. The North Wing had to go done before being the AFROTC “C” team 16-14. The Air Force rebounded back to win 15-13 before losing out in the last game 15-7.

Scene from Brown Bucket 23 March when Navy sank Air Force 77-31.

Get It!

The Alpha Sigs finished the season without a loss as they beat the Phi Kaps in the championship game 30-20. The big men for the Sigs were McNicolas and Crane here with 8 and 7 points respectively. The big guns for the Phi Kaps were Bolikman and Davis as they combined for 16 points, Davis having 8 and Bolikman having 8. The score at the half was 11-9 in favor of the Sigs.

In the consolation game for third and fourth places, the Delta edged Triangle by one point 38-37. With 3 seconds left, Keith Miller of the Delts was fouled in the act of shooting. He missed the first, but made the second which was all that was needed. Crickette led the Deltas with 18, while high for Triangle were Rosenblatt and Harvey as they split 20 points.

On the first game of the day TX took 5th place as they overpowered the TKE’s, 40-20. After they controlled the top, TX got the first burst and from there on was never behind. High for TX was Sandows with 11 points. He was followed by Cicela and Woodrow with 9. Mitchell was high scorer for the TKE’s as he hit for 11 out of the 20 points.